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Description and Rationale 
The purpose of this honors project is to design and launch a website using visual 
communication theories and skills for the non-profit organization Better Future 
Facilitators. BFF is a 501c3 non-profit organization based in Akron, Ohio that helps 
homeless men and women start their own businesses by providing the education, skills, 
funding, and support necessary to be successful and break the cycle of homelessness. 
Having a contemporary and impactful website is key in communicating the mission of 
BFF to its target audience. Transforming homeless and at-risk individuals into social 
entrepreneurs is a different and niche concept. As a result, BFF’s website must be an 
informative and useful tool that helps the audience understand this concept, as it can 
persuade them to support the organization. Lastly, this website will also create a secure 
place for people to make donations to the program. 
Literature Review 
 In order to create a website for an organization that is functional, effective, and 
aesthetically pleasing, it is necessary to first assess the main goal of the website. For BFF, the 
purpose of its website is to educate people on the mission of the non-profit and to encourage 
people to make monetary donations to support its work. To better achieve these goals, Better 
Future Facilitator’s website will be redesigned. It is therefore necessary to review theories in 
visual hierarchy, design principles, appeals to motivation, and search engine optimization to 
influence the website’s design and functionality. 
Visual Hierarchy 
The process begins by establishing the visual hierarchy of the site. Visual hierarchy is 
“the order that the human eye follows when recognizing what it observes.” (Eldesouky, 2013, p. 
148). This concept is based on Gestalt psychology, which suggests that the mind organizes 
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individual elements into a logical whole. When applied to graphic design, it proves that all 
elements must work together, or else the composition will be unsuccessful. (Jackson, 2008). 
Therefore, the design of each individual element should be deliberate, so that the mind can easily 
make sense of the whole webpage and follow the order of hierarchy without confusion.   
The item on a webpage that is most important should be the first thing the viewer sees. 
To make sure of this, the design of page can be manipulated using size, color, contrast, 
alignment, repetition, proximity, whitespace, and texture and style to make certain elements 
stand out against others (Soegaard, 2019). Furthermore, there are patterns based on eye 
movements that help organize the hierarchy of a page. English readers scan a page from left to 
right because of the way their language is read. Because of this, the two most popular page 
patterns are the Z-layout and the F-layout. Z-layouts are used for pages with low levels of text 
content and are scanned by moving from top left straight across to top right, down diagonally to 
the bottom left corner, then straight across to the bottom right (Soegaard, 2019). All important 
information should be in the “Z” that this eye movement path creates. The second layout format, 
the F-layout, is used mostly for text heavy pages or video content. In this case, the viewer scans 
from top left to top right, then down the left side. When the viewer comes across something 
interesting, they scan left to right, and continues down the left again, repeating this pattern. This 
path creates a shape that resembles the letter “F” (Soegaard, 2019). A website can use both the 
Z-layout and the F-layout on different pages, depending on the content. Overall, visual hierarchy 
helps make sense of design quickly (Soegaard, 2019). When the viewer can easily navigate a 
page that is thoughtfully designed, communication is made more effective.  
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Design Principles 
 Visual hierarchy can also be established by employing design principles. The principles 
of design are “formal rules and concepts for optimizing the arrangement and presentation of two-
dimensional visual elements” (Costello, Youngblood, S. A., & Youngblood, N., 2013, p.114). 
These twelve principles can be categorized into three broader concepts: unity, emphasis, and 
perceptual forces (Costello, Youngblood, S. A., & Youngblood, N., 2013).  
Unity is achieved when each visual element contributes to the whole rather than 
competing with other elements or serving as a distraction to the viewer (Costello, Youngblood, 
S. A., & Youngblood, N., 2013). The viewer should not be confused as to what to their primary 
focus of interest should be. Additionally, there are several unifying principles that help the 
viewer organize these visual elements into meaningful groups. These principles include 
proximity, alignment, similarity, and repetition. When visual information is organized with these 
unifying principles in mind, it allows for more effective communication (Costello, Youngblood, 
S. A., & Youngblood, N., 2013).  
The first unifying principle, proximity, states “that objects are more likely to be perceived 
as related when they are positioned close together” (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. 
Youngblood, N., 2013, p.115). Proximity should be used to guide placement of objects on a 
webpage, keeping related objects close to one another to emphasis their relationship. White 
space should be used with caution, as too much or too little can confuse the viewer: too much 
and objects may not seem connected, too little and a page can become cluttered (Costello, S. A. 
Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013).  
Next, the unifying principle of alignment “encourages designers to position objects that 
belong together along a common edge or implied line” (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. 
Youngblood, 2013, p.116). Alignment should be both thoughtful and consistent. For text, the 
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right edge can be uneven or justified. When the right edge is uneven, it keeps the spacing in 
between words which increases readability. Justified paragraphs add extra spaces in between 
words, which can affect readability but gives a cleaner look. The choice is up to the designer, but 
a decision should be made with the audience in mind.  
The third unifying principle, similarity, states that “the brain will perceive visual objects 
as belonging together when their style attributes are similar and uniform” (Costello, S. A. 
Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.116). When objects are alike to one another, they will 
blend in together as a group. Likewise, when they are different, they stand out from the group. 
This can be used to create emphasis and visual contrast.  
The last unifying principle is repetition. Repetition “suggests that repeating visual 
elements such as lines, colors, shapes, and patterns help strengthen the overall unity of a design” 
(Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.117). Repetition is important in web 
design, for example repeating the same menu bar on each page can bring consistency and 
increased usability to a multipage site (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013). 
The second broad category of the design principles is emphasis. Emphasis “suggests that 
a good design must have a primary focal point or center of interest” (Costello, S. A. Youngblood 
& N. Youngblood, 2013, p.118). For web design, emphasis is important to help the viewer 
understand which elements are top priority on a page and navigate accordingly. There are several 
ways to create emphasis, including contrast, color, depth, and proportion (Costello, S. A. 
Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013). 
Contrast, or value, “describes the range of light and dark portions in an image of design 
(Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.118). The easiest way to place emphasis 
on an object is to increase the contrast. When designing a web page, designers often keep the 
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background simple to contrast with the important elements that are more intricate, such as 
pictures or text.  
Another way to place emphasis is by using color. Color contrast, or more specifically a 
purposeful splash of color, “can immediately grab our attention, providing a sense of focus and 
direction for the viewer” (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.120). The use 
of warm or cool colors should be planned, as the human eye is attracted to the warm color 
sections of a design first (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013). Cool colors 
seem to recede into the background, but also give off a calm feeling. Therefore, important or 
urgent elements such as headings or the “donate” button, will be orange, not only tie into BFF’s 
logo, but also to communicate their importance to the viewer. Similarly, blue, a cool color, will 
be used for subheadings to aid in visual hierarchy.  
The third way to create emphasis is through depth. Depth “is related to the principle of 
figure-ground, or what we perceive in the foreground or background” (Costello, S. A. 
Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.120). Emphasis can be creating using depth by keeping 
the main subject in focus and making the background out of focus. Depth should be kept in mind 
when choosing photographs for a website, making sure to select images that have a clear subject 
to ensure the viewer is aware of the photo’s purpose.  
The concept of perceptual forces is the third broad category of the principles of design. 
Perceptual forces include balance, continuation, figure-ground, and psychological closure. 
Starting with balance, a “balanced composition is achieved when the visual weight of objects is 
equally dispersed within the frame, producing a perceived state of equilibrium” (Costello, S. A. 
Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.121). Balance is affected by several things, including 
size, color, and the positioning of elements. Balance can be achieved either symmetrically or 
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asymmetrically. In a symmetrical composition, similar objects are equally weighted on opposite 
sides of the frame. In an asymmetrical composition, equal weight is achieved with objects that 
are very different (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013). These compositions are 
often more interesting to look at and will likely gain more attention on a web page.  
The second perceptual force, continuation, “suggests that our brains tend to process what 
we see as continuing along lines that are predictable and free of obstacles, and that don’t abruptly 
change direction” (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.124). Continuation 
helps guide the viewer’s eyes from one point to another, and therefore can be used to help with 
navigation on a website.  
The next perceptual force is figure-ground. “An element that appears in the foreground of 
our perceptual field is called a figure, whereas everything behind it is the ground” (Costello, S. 
A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.124). In nature, we can distinguish the difference 
between these two using depth perception, but a website is two-dimensional and therefore visual 
cues are necessary to make these differences.  
Finally, psychological closure is “the human equivalent of connecting the dots or filling 
in the gaps” (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013, p.125). The mind tries to 
create meaning out of visual elements, so as long as cues are prominent, the brain will be able to 
interpret abstract versions of words and symbols. Doing so will increase engagement in the 
viewer, making them feel as though they participated, providing them deeper meaning and 
satisfaction (Costello, S. A. Youngblood & N. Youngblood, 2013). 
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Appeals to Motivation 
 The written content on an organization’s website must be persuasive for viewers to take 
any form of action. One effective means of persuasion is to employ Aristotle’s theory of rhetoric, 
which identifies three appeals to motivation: ethos, pathos, and logos (Braet, 1992).   
 Ethos, or ethical proof, is formed by the character or personality of a speaker, which 
demonstrates his or her credibility. According to Aristotle, credibility must come from the 
presentation of information, not from the audience’s judgment or perception of the speaker 
(Braet, 1992). Establishing credibility is important because it persuades stakeholders and the 
public to have confidence in the organization (C. Kallendorf & C. Kallendorf, 1985). 
Pathos is about putting the audience into a certain frame of mind (Braet, 1992) and using 
emotions to influence and to persuade the audience. Aristotle has rules for emotions and claims 
that they are to be viewed from three sides: the first is the “condition of the persons who suffer 
the emotion”, the second is “the persons about whom one feels the emotion” and third is the 
motive (Braet, 1992, p.314). For example, pity for homeless people can be felt by those who 
have experienced homelessness, by those who resemble a homeless person, and because of the 
atrocities of homelessness. Using pathos is important to persuade the audience to feel for 
homeless people and as a result, support the organization.  
Logos was known to ancient Greeks as “communication effectiveness based on the 
rational appeal of the message” (Smith, 2017, p.215). In other words, logos is using logic and 
reason to persuade the audience. The art of rhetoric is everchanging and new recommendations 
for effective communication are arising often. For example, it is suggested that only one 
proposition, or the primary idea in a speech, advertisement, or any communication vehicle, be 
presented to the audience at a time to avoid confusion and to strengthen the impact of the 
message (Smith, 2017). There are four types of propositions: factual, conjecture, value, and 
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policy. Factual propositions “state that something exists, based on provable evidence” (Smith, 
2017, p.215). They are often used to increase attention or build greater understanding. 
Conjecture propositions “state that something probably exists, based on reasoned conclusion 
drawn from physical evidence” and “ask the audience to agree with the conclusion” (Smith, 
2017, p.215). They are likely to be used to increase acceptance or foster supportive attitudes 
(Smith, 2017). Value propositions test the virtue or merit of something. They also are used to 
increase acceptance and build interest around an issue. Finally, policy propositions “identify a 
course of action and encourages its adoption” (Smith, 2017, p.216). These claims are used to 
change opinion and inspire action. When using any of these types of propositions, it is important 
to support the claim with strong arguments and clear proof that appeals to the specific audience 
(Smith, 2017). 
Even when strong proof and evidence is presented, other facts can dispute these claims. 
These can weaken the argument and make the proposition less persuasive (Smith, 2017). 
Furthermore, some people doubt facts and science that disprove their beliefs. “Some less-
educated or highly partisan people have adopted an anti-science stance” which has created an 
audience that cannot be persuaded with facts or reasoning (Smith, 2017, p.216). Likewise, some 
people could ignore a logical argument just because it came from a certain source, such as a 
specific political party. In these cases, there is little one can do to convince these types of 
audiences (Smith, 2017).  
While disputes can be settled “when clear physical evidence shows inarguably the truth 
or falsity of a claim,” sometimes we are unable to present such hard evidence (Smith, 2017, 
p.216). In this case, we must present verbal evidence. There are many types of verbal evidence, 
including analogies, comparisons, examples, statistics, and testimonials. First, an analogy can be 
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used as a persuasion technique to compare familiar situations to help the audience understand 
new ideas (Smith, 2017). They are typically presented though similes and metaphors. The next 
type of verbal evidence, comparisons, focus on the characteristics and values of an issue, 
showing the likeness to something that the audience will understand. Both positive and negative 
comparisons can be made to further help the audience and persuade them to think of your issue 
in the way that you want them to. Moving to examples, these “provide conclusions drawn from 
related instances” and are particularly effective “if the case is recent, reliable, and relevant to the 
situation at hand” (Smith, 2017, p.217). Examples shouldn’t be improbable, as they can come 
across as deceitful. Next, using statistics “can provide clear and hard-to-dispute facts” to 
persuade the audience is very effective (Smith, 2017, p.217). When you provide data that directly 
supports your claims, it makes it easy for the audience to see your point and agree with your 
ideas. But, it is important to use the correct statistics, as they can often be misinterpreted (Smith, 
2017). Finally, testimonials are “comments by witnesses or people who have used an 
organization’s product or service” and endorsements are “comments by people who espouse an 
idea an organization supports” (Smith, 2017, p.217). Testimonials and endorsements can be 
letters, online comments, or video statements. Both are effective forms of persuasion because 
they provide evidence from an outside source, which strengthens the argument.   
It is crucial to avoid errors in logic. Most errors are a result of making unsupported 
presumptions. Over-generalizing can lead to jumping to an unwarranted conclusion, which is “a 
deduction that is not supported by evidence” (Smith, 2017, p.217). Facts should be both 
indisputable and understood by the audience. It is also important to not make a false assumption, 
“a conclusion that the audience may not accept” (Smith, 2017, p.218). Additional errors in logic 
include attacking a person instead of the issue or reacting with an “air of pity or disdain” (Smith, 
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2017, p.218). Lastly, appeals to authority will only be effective if the audience respects or 
accepts authority (Smith, 2017). 
Although donating to a non-profit organization is thought to be an altruistic behavior, 
there can be additional motivational factors behind giving money to an organization. The 
decision to donate is often influenced by feelings. For example, many donate because they feel 
sad for those in need and donate to cope with that sadness (Bagozzi & Moore, 1994). They see 
that a person is suffering and therefore feel the urge to help. But similarly, others might donate 
because a donation advertisement describes how a victim overcame a hardship with courage, 
evoking a feeling of strength. This emotion of strength may make people feel optimistic, and as a 
result react positively to the requested behavior (Liang, Chen, & Lei 2016). To encourage 
donations, is most effective to combine these two emotions and appeal to both sadness and 
strength. The combination of these emotions will inspire potential donors and result in a more 
positive donor appeal (Liang, Chen, & Lei 2016). 
Search Engine Optimization  
 Last, in developing content for the website, Search Engine Optimization (SEO) must be 
considered. SEO is organizing and producing content for a website so that there is an increased 
chance that it will appear high on a user’s search engine results (Male, 2010). “To get the most 
from your search-engine-optimization efforts, you should design and optimize your website for 
your target audience” (Jones, 2013, p.4). Doing so will lead to more traffic to the site. There are 
several techniques to raise a website’s position on a search engine’s results page. One way, 
arguable the most important way, is by including key words in the site’s content that one may 
think of when searching for information on related topics (Jones, 2013). There are two types of 
key words: head terms which are short, typically one to two words that have high search volume 
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and tail terms, which are longer but more specific (Jones, 2013). An effective SEO strategy 
targets both head terms and tail terms. Tail terms should be used when optimizing pages with 
specific content and head terms should be used for pages with more general content. 
Additionally, when designing the homepage, key words for the homepage should reflect the 
overall theme of your website, because the homepage is typically the most viewed page and tells 
both the reader and the search engine what the website is about (Jones, 2013).  
Another way to boost SEO is sharing the link to a website on social media, as it 
multiplies the number of places where potential viewers may see your site (Male, 2010). Finally, 
updating content and keeping it relevant is essential in aiding with SEO (Jones, 2013). A few 
ways to keep content fresh include adding a blog to the website and regularly updating 
information so that it is useful for website visitors. Overall, writing content to improve a 
website’s SEO is crucial for creating a successful website. 
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Goals for Web Design 
BFF’s website was redesigned with three main goals in mind: 
Goal 1 
The first was to create a platform for people to better understand the mission and work of 
BFF. The original website, while it had relevant and helpful information, was difficult to 
navigate and was missing many key elements that viewers often look for, including a clear 
mission statement, a background on the organization, and a donation page. If a website’s design 
is distracting or confusing, it can take away from the key message; and communicating this key 
message is often crucial for encouraging involvement. Therefore, adding more content and 
creating a new layout will make the website more useful for viewers to learn about the work that 
the organization does.  
Goal 2 
The second goal was to enhance credibility, signaling to supporters that the website is a 
secure place to make donations. If a website appears outdated or untrustworthy in an any way, it 
is possible that people will shy away from donating, feeling unsure if the organization will 
properly receive their money. Because of this, demonstrating credibility was important to show 
potential donors that their donation will be safely received by a trustworthy organization. A 
professional looking site can also persuade potential corporate sponsors to financially commit to 
the organization.  
Goal 3 
The third and final goal was to create a website that is optimized for mobile. According 
to Statista, 43.5% of website traffic in the United States originated from mobile devices 
(StatCounter, 2019). Because of this, it was imperative that the website be easily accessible from 
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a mobile phone. Navigating a non-mobile site from a cellphone can be frustrating, and therefore, 
ease of use was a priority in the creation of the new website.  
With these three goals in mind, the BFF website was carefully and deliberately designed.  
Execution of Project 
Assessment of BFF’s Website Prior to Re-Design  
As shown by Artifact 1 (page 25), the BFF homepage does not have a clear visual 
hierarchy. A viewer’s eyes likely do not know where to look first, as the most important 
elements do not stand out. For example, the text in red and the text above it are fighting for 
attention, as they differ in color, size, and typeface. Furthermore, the information on the page is 
difficult to follow because it follows neither the recommended F-layout nor the Z-layout format.  
Artifact 2 (page 26) demonstrates that the “Our Work” page does not have established 
balance. The photos on this page are small and seemed to be placed at random. There is also a lot 
of unnecessary white space that could be used for photos or additional text. Finally, some of the 
text is overlapped by a photo, making it difficult to read.  
On the “Getting Involved” page, shown in Artifact 3 (page 27), the elements are not 
aligned along a common line, causing this page to look messy. There is additional white space 
that could be used to make the photos larger and spread them out evenly. Also, it is important to 
include a call to action or way for the audience to interact with this page, as the text encourages 
readers to get involved with the organization.  
The biographies on the “About Us” page, seen in Artifact 4 (page 28), are difficult to read 
in this layout, and would work better in an F-layout format. Additionally, the title of this page 
and its contents do not quite relate. An “About Us” page would usually include a mission 
statement or a company history. Therefore, team member biographies would work better under a 
different page heading, such as “Our Team,” 
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As shown by Artifact 5 (page 29), the email function on the “Contact Us” page is very 
useful and an element that is also included on the new website. The phone number and email are 
too low on the hierarchy, appearing in a small font at the bottom of the page when it should be 
more prominent.  
Last, the “Student Business Planning” page, seen at Artifact 6 (page 30), has information 
about the student that BFF is currently working with along with details about how their program 
works. The information about the student is not up-to-date and knowing that the organization 
does not have the resources available to keep this information current, it might be best to leave it 
off or make it more general. Additionally, the details about the program might work better on the 
page that explains their operational model.   
The Design Plan 
The creation of the new BFF website began with an outline of the pages and what 
elements would be on each page. I planned on having five total pages, including “About Us”, 
“Our Team”, “Contact Us”, “Our Students”, and “Blog” pages. The “About Us” page was to 
have the organization’s mission statement and explain their operating model. Board member 
profiles would be listed on the “Our Team” page. The “Contact Us” page would have links to 
social media, the organization’s email address as well as a space to directly send an email, a 
space to sign up for the newsletter, and a phone number. Updates and profiles of BFF’s current 
students were to be found on the “Our Students” page. Finally, the “Blog” would have success 
stories from past students, longer updates on organization happenings, and relevant current 
events topics on entrepreneurship, homelessness, and non-profits.  
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The Design Process 
Using a Wix.com template, I began laying out the pages, using information from the 
original website, adding and updating content where needed. Starting with the homepage, as 
shown by Artifact 7 (page 31), I placed the logo in the top left corner, which links to the 
homepage. The navigation bar is set along the same line and includes the page titles, including a 
“Home” tab for easy navigation. On the homepage, I added a rotating photo gallery that brings 
the viewer’s eyes down the page diagonally to the donate button, placed in the bottom right 
corner. The placement of these items follows the Z-layout pattern, which end the viewer’s eye 
movement on the most important element, the donate button. Under the photo gallery, I added a 
short, informative paragraph that briefly explains the organization. Keeping SEO in mind and 
thinking about what people might search to find local non-profits, I purposefully wrote the copy 
so that the words “non-profit organization based in Akron, Ohio” would be close to one another. 
There are also three interactive buttons to the right of this paragraph that allow the viewer to 
quickly move to important pages of the website. Finally, at the bottom of the page is the footer, 
which can be accessed from each page. It includes contact information, links to social media, and 
a brief description of the non-profit.  
The “About Us” page was created different than planned. It was originally only planned 
to be a single page that listed BFF’s mission statement and their operating model. It now  has 
four subpages, which include “Mission”, “History”, “Transformation Model”, and “Leadership 
& Advisors” that appear in a dropdown window. When clicked, the “About Us” and the 
“Mission” both link to the same page. This page, seen in Artifact 8 (page 32), lists the mission 
and vision statement of the organization, which I edited slightly so that they would read more 
smoothly. Underneath is a YouTube video of executive director Dale Hartz speaking at 
TedxAkron about the mission and history of the organization. The original website had an in-text 
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link to this video, but embedding the actual video for viewers to watch from the website will 
likely be more effective. Including this video utilizes ethos, giving BFF credibility, as 
TedxAkron is a respectable and well-known organization. Also, linking to the TedxAkron 
website in the description is beneficial for two reasons. First, it helps increase SEO credibility 
and second, it helps viewers who are unfamiliar with Ted Talks to find out more information.  
Next is the “History” page, shown by Artifacts 9.1 (page 33) and 9.2 (page 34), which 
simply gives background on how the organization came to be. Including this information is 
important to give further insight on the goals of the non-profit and why they do the work that 
they do. This page also features important pictures, including one of the first BFF student and a 
link to a story the Canton Repository wrote about his journey. Linking to this reliable, local 
newspaper is another way to increase credibility and provides viewers a way to learn about the 
organization through a different source. 
After the “History” page is the “Transformation Model” page. At the top of this page 
there is a graphic I created similar to the one on the original website, with an updated design to 
match the new site. This graphic, which can be seen in Artifact 10.1 (page 35), serves as a visual 
aid to explain the steps that each BFF student takes as they prepare to create their own business, 
which are listed directly under the graphic. I numbered the steps to make them easier to follow, 
as opposed to the bullet points on the original website. Then, there is a testimonial video of a 
BFF graduate, who at the time was a business owner candidate. This video, seen in Artifact 10.2 
(page 36), is linked to the BFF’s YouTube channel, giving viewers another way to interact and 
engage with the brand. In the video, the now graduate talks about her experience with 
homelessness and how she got involved with BFF. This video was placed here because it puts a 
face to the Transformation Model and shows how one woman went from being homeless to 
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owning her own business. The use of the video is making an appeal pathos, eliciting feelings of 
hope and happiness, motivating people to get involved or donate. It is also making an appeal to 
logos, as testimonials are a form of verbal evidence. Beneath the video I included photos of the 
student’s transformation, as seen in Artifact 10.3 (page 37), to further demonstrate how BFF is 
changing lives.  
The last page under the “About Us” tab is “Leadership and Advisors” which lists all the 
members on the advisory board along with a short biography and photograph. These biographies 
and photos, which can be seen in Artifact 11.1 (page 38) and 11.2 (page 39), are an appeal to 
ethos, giving credibility to the organization by showing viewers the faces and backgrounds of the 
people who make up the organization.  
Next, the “Contact” page, Artifact 12 (page 40), provides a phone number and an email 
for BFF along with a form to email the organization directly. There is not a location listed 
because BFF does not have a permanent location. The team works online and meets each other 
as well as students in places that are most convenient for them. Also, there are graphics that link 
to the corresponding social media pages in addition to a place for visitors to sign up to receive 
newsletters. Having links to social media creates a well-rounded communication plan and 
encourages interaction from the audience.  
After the “Contact” page is the “Donate” page, seen at Artifact 13 (page 41), which has a 
PayPal button for people to make monetary donations. Having a separate page for this allows 
viewers to quickly and easily find the place donate. There is also information on becoming a 
corporate sponsor and on how to get involved as a volunteer. Both buttons link to the “Contact” 
page, and viewers are directed to send an email to learn more about these opportunities.  
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Finally, the last two pages on the website are “Bike BFF” and “#GivingTuesday Bike-a-
Thon”, shown by Artifact 14 (page 42) and 15 (page 43). The “GivingTuesday Bike-a-Thon” is a 
subpage under “Bike BFF”, as both pages are dedicated to the two main fundraisers that BFF 
holds each year. Communicating information about these events is important, as they are the two 
primary opportunities for people to participate in and enable the organization to carry out their 
mission. Having pages on the website about these fundraisers will help people to become 
familiar with and eventually participate in the events. The pages currently only include a brief 
background but leading up to the events can be used to inform people on the date, time, 
registration fee, and other relevant information. These pages also include photographs from past 
events as well as information on the Better Future Cycling Club (Artifact 14, page 42). Both the 
fundraisers and the cycling club are mentioned on the organization’s Facebook page, but having 
this information in one place helps to avoid confusion.  
After each page was finalized, I went to the mobile editor tool and made sure that the 
content was optimized for viewing on a mobile phone. Sometimes, elements had to be switched 
around to make sense, for example, Artifacts 7 (page 31) and 16.2 (page 44) show that the home 
page is organized slightly different due to size constraints. The “Donate”, “Our Mission”, and 
“Get Involved” interactive information with the three graphics appear in a vertical format rather 
than horizontally along the bottom right side of the page. Additionally, the menu is different on 
mobile, instead appearing as the button with three lines in the top right corner. When this button 
is clicked, it shows the full menu, as demonstrated in Artifact 17 (page 44).   
 Upon completion of the website, I created a four-week social media plan to promote the 
launch of the new website. As demonstrated in Artifact 26 (page 50), there are two Facebook 
posts planned for each week which can be incorporated into the regularly scheduled content. 
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Each post includes a link to the website. Several different pages on the site are linked to, so that 
viewers will be exposed to more than just the homepage. Also, I suggested that the header on 
BFF’s Facebook page be changed to one of the photos featured on the homepage of the website. 
This will create a cohesive look that ties the website and the Facebook page together.  
Overall, this website was created to better reflect the mission and work of BFF. “The 
medium is the message,” a statement from communication theorist Marshall McLuhan, suggests 
that if the design of a vehicle dominates its content, the message has a risk of being negatively 
affected (Costello, Youngblood, S. A., & Youngblood, N., 2013). Applying this statement to web 
design, if a website is poorly or overly designed, communication with the audience can be made 
ineffective. By not only creating a functional layout, but also incorporating fresh photos and 
deliberate content, viewers of betterfuturefacilitators.org will no longer be distracted by the 
design of the website, but will instead be able to find out more information, donate, and get in 
contact with the organization.  
Self-Reflection 
 The process of creating a website was different than I expected. I thought that much of 
my time would be spent writing content for the website, and while this was true, I did not expect 
to spend so much time formatting each page. The process of designing the pages to look clean 
and professional yet aesthetically pleasing was a challenge, which I feel would have been made 
easier if I had studied graphic design. Although it was frustrating, I was able to improve my 
design skills and gain confidence in my ability to create.  
Both my coursework in Communication and my literature review prepared me for this 
project. I incorporated concepts from classes such as Public Relations Publications and 
Multiplatform Production into the design of the website. For example, in Public Relations 
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Publication specifically, I learned that before designing anything, whether it be a flyer, a 
newsletter, or a logo, it is imperative to create a hierarchy of importance that ranks each element 
from most to least important. The first item on the list should be what the viewer sees first, and 
so on, so that the design of the flyer, newsletter, logo, etc. reflects the hierarchy. Concepts 
discussed in the literature review, such as design principles, are used to guide the viewer’s eye to 
follow this hierarchy by placing more emphasis on elements than others. Another concept from 
my literature review that helped to prepare me for this project was Aristotle’s theory of rhetoric. 
This theory influenced the design and content of the BFF website in many ways. For example, 
the placement of the testimonial video in Figure 10.2 (page 36) was an appeal to both logos and 
pathos. It was important to utilize appeals to motivation such as these in my project because the 
website itself is a motivational and persuasive tool. While it does provide valuable information 
about the organization, it also serves as a tool to encourage people to donate both their money 
and their time to a good cause.   
  Additionally, it was difficult to optimize the website for mobile use. Taking my design 
from a wide computer monitor to a small phone screen proved to be rather challenging but it 
forced me to be creative and flexible, rearranging elements to make them work.  
During the process of creating the website, I communicated with the executive director of 
the non-profit, asking for the necessary information and making sure the content was 
appropriate. After speaking with him, it became apparent that I needed to make changes to my 
original plan. For example, he suggested that the name “Operational Model” be changed, so we 
reworked it and named it “Transformation Model.” On the same page, the Step Program was 
incorporated into this model to better reflect the work that the organization is currently doing 
(see Artifacts 2 (page 23) and 10 (page 35)). Furthermore, I planned to implement a blog on the 
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website, to increase SEO and share stories from the organization. After discussing it with the 
director, I decided not to do so, as he thought it would be difficult to encourage different people 
to write posts and keep the content current. However, if in the future the organization decides 
that a blog would be beneficial, it can easily be added using the blogging tool on Wix.com. Also, 
I planned to include a “Students” page that highlighted the New Hope Business School graduates 
and described the business that each one started. I thought it would be a good way to show the 
success of the organization, but after deliberation it was decided that this page would not be 
beneficial to the website. The transformation that each student has undergone is too varied. 
Because they all came from different backgrounds and situations, no two journeys were the 
same. This page would have allowed for comparison between students, which simply should not 
be done. As a result, this page was not included.  
 Building this website has allowed me to develop many important skills that I know will 
help me in my professional career. From conceptualizing a site layout that would work best for 
BFF and its audience to designing content for each page, I had the opportunity to take my ideas 
and turn them into a real product. Additionally, to gain the necessary information to write copy 
for the website, I had to correspond with members of the board of advisors as well as the 
executive director of the organization. Speaking with them through email and over the phone 
allowed me to practice my communication skills, which I believe are extremely important 
moving forward into the professional world.  
 Overall, while this project proved to be challenging, I enjoyed the opportunity to create a 
website that better reflects the mission and work of BFF. 
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Social Media Plan: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10pm5MkrRXTgQPg2gOVjW34dQ20nVEGRhuUO98p
JCugA/edit?usp=sharing  
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